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When Did Swedish
Patronytnics Becotne
Surnatnes?
Erik Wiken

In an article on surnames in the first issue of Swedish American Genealogist
Nils William Olsson states, that "it was not until the latter part of the 19th
1
century that the patronymic in Sweden congealed to become a family name."
This statement is basically correct when applied to the rural population of
Sweden. Among some of the families, the old system, based on the use of
patronymics, continued well into the 20th century. A good example of this is the
case of the Swedish Nobel laureate in literature, Harry Martinson (1904-1978).
· His father, a sea captain, was named Martin Olofsson.
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there had appeared a clear tendency for patronymics to solidify into family
names as early as toward the end of the 17th century. One of the earliest examples of this type is that of Abraham Arfwedson, b. in 1698, who was the s. of
Anders Arfwedson, a merchant. 2
The tendency for patronymics to evolve into surnames is so obvious, that
Riksarkivet in Stockholm (The National Archives) has an established policy of
indexing all persons, whose names end in -son and who were active in Sweden
after 1718, the year that the Era of Liberty (Frihetstiden) began, under the
patronymic or family name, with the Christian name following. On the other
hand, all persons, whose lives and achievements occurred before 1719, have
been indexed under their Christian names, the patronymic following. For a
further analysis of this system, see Bengt Hildebrand, "Om personregister" in
Personhistorisk tidskrift, Vol. XLI, pp . 157- 176. The same general rule is followed in major Swedish historical and biographical works, notably the index for
Uppsala universitets studentmatrikel 1595- j8J7 (Register of Students at the University of Uppsala 1595- 1817).
Among the emigrants and travellers to America, one finds, of course, both
systems. Those coming from the rural areas of Sweden, retained their patronymics for a longer time. Those coming from cities or towns, or such communities,
where the iron and metal working trades dominated , were apt to use patronymics, which by this time had become family names. This is particularly true in
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the early period of migration, up to 1846 , when the main body of arrivals to the
United States had represented these classes of people, rather than those from the
Swedish rural areas. 3 A few examples will suffice.
Anna Christina Jansson , who emigrated to New Bedford , MA in 1831, was
the dau. of Olof Jansson. 4
Fredrik Olaus Nilsson , the well-known pioneer Baptist clergyman (baptized
in New York in 1834) , was the s. of Petter Nilsson, a farmer and fisherman. 5
Maria Christina Olsson, who left for Boston, MA in 1839, was the dau. of
Lars Olsson. 6
John Ericsson , the famed inventor of the Monitor , who arrived in New York
in 1839, was the s. of Olof Ericsson. 7
Goran Fredrik Goransson, the founder of the Sandviken Steel Company in
Sweden, who visited New York briefly in 1839, was the s . of Anders Peter
Goransson. 8
Carl August Zachrisson, who came to New York in 1843 , was the s. of Erik
Zachrisson. 9
Bror Johan Jonzon, who visited New York in 1843, was the s . of Anders
Jonzon. 10
Anders Magnus Jonsson, who arrived in New York in 1843, and his brother,
Johan Peter Jonsson, who came in 1844, were the s. of Anders Jonsson. 11
Eugen Conrad Leonard Gullbrandsson, who came to New York in 1844, was
the s . of Gabriel Gullbrandsson . 12
Carl Johan Petersson, who also arrived in New York in 1844, was the s. of
Jonas Petersson. 13
Somewhat later in time one notes that the s. of Erik Jansson , the Swedish
sect leader and founder of Bishop Hill, IL , Eric Johnson , also retained his
father's patronymic as his family name. He became the famed Swedish American journalist, who together with Carl Fredrik Petter Peterson, co-authored
Svenskarne i Illinois. 14
The evolution of a surname from a patronymic can be viewed in the case of
Sven Mansson , s. of Mans Zachrisson . He moved into the Kristine Parish in
Goteborg in 1827 and in 1831 he informed his clergyman that he henceforth
planned to be known as Sven Zachrisson . 15 This was the name he used when he
arrived in Boston Feb. 18, 1839. 16
Nils Magnus Nilsson , who arrived in New York in 1850, was the s. of Nils
Olofsson (Olsson). At the time of his arrival, he is listed as Nils M. Olson on the
manifest, having decided to keep his father's patronymic as a family name. 17 In
another case, also dealing with an immigrant who came to New York in 1850, we
find that Per Jacobsson's s., Nils Persson, seemingly also followed the same
pattern, since Norelius refers to him as Nils Jacobsson. 18
From the few examples listed above, I have tried to demonstrate that descendants of these early immigrants may find that the original immigrant either
went by his own patronymic or that of his father, which he had chosen as a
surname . If the immigrant's name was Sven Johansson, his father's name would
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probably also have been Johansson, if the immigrant came from the urban areas
of Sweden. If he came from the rural areas, his father's first name would have
been Johan and the last name probably a patronymic.
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